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We, Vivarent (MB 'Pandora Group'), respect your privacy and are committed to protecting it 
by adhering to this Privacy Policy. In this Privacy Policy, you will find information about the 
processing of your personal data. It is crucial to carefully read the Privacy Policy because, 
each time you visit a website owned by MB 'Pandora Group' at www.vivarent.lt, you agree to 
the conditions described in this Privacy Policy. 
What personal data do we process and why? When reserving a car on our website 
www.vivarent.lt, you provide your personal data (name, surname, phone number, email, 
address, etc.). We lawfully process and use the data you provide for the execution of your car 
rental order, sending electronic confirmation of car reservation, and concluding an agreement 
with you. By providing personal data, you confirm that it is accurate and correct. If you notice 
any inaccuracies, please promptly correct them by contacting us. 
How do we collect information about you? We obtain your personal data when you submit it 
electronically by filling out an inquiry or car reservation form. 
Whom may we disclose your personal data to? Vivarent (MB 'Pandora Group') does not 
provide personal data to third parties, except in cases specified by law to the courts and law 
enforcement agencies operating in the Republic of Lithuania, and other third parties with a 
legitimate interest. 
Protection of personal data. We handle your personal data responsibly. The data is stored 
securely and is accessible to a limited number of individuals. All collected data is protected 
from loss, unauthorized use, and alterations. Company employees are formally committed 
not to disclose information about clients or website visitors to third parties and not to 
distribute information obtained in the workplace. 
Changes to the Privacy Policy. We reserve the right to change or supplement the Privacy 
Policy rules, notifying through this car rental reservation system www.vivarent.lt. 
Supplements or changes to the Privacy Policy take effect on the day they are announced on 
the website. If you continue to use the services provided by the website after changes to the 
rules, it is considered that you agree to these changes. 
Automatically collected information. On our website, cookies are used. _ga cookie is used to 
collect statistical data using the Google Analytics tool. No other cookies are used on this 
website. 
Final provisions. Disputes regarding the enforcement of these rules are resolved through 
negotiation. In case of failure to reach an agreement, further issues are resolved in 
accordance with the laws of the Republic of Lithuania. 
Contact information. If you have any questions about the information provided in this privacy 
policy, please contact us via email at info@vivarent.lt. 
 


